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Figure 1: A large-scale urban architectural scene is automatically and efficiently reconstructed in details from a noisy and sparse LiDAR
scan using our method without user interactions. Zoom-in views show the reconstructed details of 3D repetitive structures. There are totally
478,172,981 points within the scans and the reconstruction time is less than one hour.

Abstract
Modeling of urban facades from raw LiDAR point data remains active due to its challenging nature. In this paper, we propose
an automatic yet robust 3D modeling approach for urban facades with raw LiDAR point clouds. The key observation is that
building facades often exhibit repetitions and regularities. We hereby formulate repetition detection as an energy optimization
problem with a global energy function balancing geometric errors, regularity and complexity of facade structures. As a result,
repetitive structures are extracted robustly even in the presence of noise and missing data. By registering repetitive structures,
missing regions are completed and thus the associated point data of structures are well consolidated. Subsequently, we detect
the potential design intents (i.e., geometric constraints) within structures and perform constrained fitting to obtain the precise
structure models. Furthermore, we apply structure alignment optimization to enforce position regularities and employ repe-
titions to infer missing structures. We demonstrate how the quality of raw LiDAR data can be improved by exploiting data
redundancy, and discovering high level structural information (regularity and symmetry). We evaluate our modeling method on
a variety of raw LiDAR scans to verify its robustness and effectiveness.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object
Modeling—Geometric algorithms, languages, and systems

1. Introduction

Recent advances in Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) tech-
nology greatly facilitate the acquisition of 3D point data of large-
scale environments. The LiDAR data are coherent and inherently
3D, capable of faithfully representing real shapes of objects. How-
ever, the raw LiDAR data of outdoor scenes always suffer from
imperfection. For example, the scanned LiDAR point data typical-
ly contain considerable missing regions due to occlusion of objects,

† Corresponding author: mingqiang.wei@gmail.com

such as trees and vehicles. Because of the imperfect outdoor scan-
ning conditions, like the quantization of objects and multiple reflec-
tions, LiDAR point data are often corrupted by noise. Moreover, as
the number of urban objects is huge in a city and the variety of
shapes is complex, manual modeling of an urban area, especially
the buildings, is a rather time-consuming and expensive procedure.
Therefore, it is arduous yet imperative to automatically reconstruct
accurate 3D models of urban facades with such defect-laden raw
LiDAR data.

In this paper, we propose an automatic approach for fast mod-
eling of urban facades by discovering the regularity, complexity
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and constraints of facade structures directly over raw LiDAR point
cloud data. With different scales, the urban facades usually present
a high degree of symmetry and their attached structures (e.g., win-
dows) are often regularly repeated. Based on this observation, our
facade modeling method proceeds as repetitive structure detection,
fitting and locating.

We convert 3D repetition detection to a 2D pattern recognition
problem, in which the negative impact from noise can be signifi-
cantly alleviated by exploiting statistical techniques. We formulate
the pattern recognition problem with an energy optimization by bal-
ancing geometric errors, regularity and complexity of repetitions.
Consequently, the repetitions can be accurately and completely ex-
tracted, while minimizing the types of repetition patterns.

We perform subspace clustering to automatically decompose
each repetitive structure into dominant substructures. It investigates
the inherent relationships among the points of the structure so as to
measure their dissimilarities, and simultaneously determines the to-
tal number of the dominant substructures and obtains the represen-
tative points. Furthermore, we automatically detect the potential ge-
ometric relationships among those decomposed substructures and
perform constrained fitting to produce the accurate 3D models of
repetitive structures.

By using the notion of snapping, we apply alignment optimiza-
tion of repetitive structure models to enforce their position regular-
ities. The locations and arrangements of structure models are au-
tomatically determined through an optimization conveying strong
local geometric relations among them as implied from repetition
detection. Moreover, based on the discovered structure regularities,
we infer the models of repetitive structures which are partially or
even completely missing in the input raw LiDAR data. Figure 1
shows the modeling result of a large-scale urban street scene with
raw LiDAR scans by our proposed method.

Contributions. Overall, our contributions are as follows:

• We propose a robust method for fast modeling of urban facades
by discovering the regularities and geometric constraints of fa-
cade structures from defect-laden, raw LiDAR point cloud data.
It proceeds automatically without any interactions and hence is
efficiently suitable for large-scale urban scenes.
• We devise an effective pattern recognition algorithm for facade

repetitions detection, which automatically determines the repet-
itive patterns and discovers all regularities among repetitions.
• We design a robust subspace clustering approach to decompose

repetitive structures, which is quite insensitive to noise based on
representative probability.

1.1. Related Work

There is a large amount of work on urban building and facade mod-
eling, ranging from ruled-based [MWH∗06], image-based [FC-
SS09] and 3D point-based [FS12] modeling approaches. A recent
survey comprehensively introduces the related work to urban space
modeling [MWA∗12]. Here we only review previous work most
closely related to ours, in particular those regarding the use of repe-
tition detection and primitive fitting techniques for urban modeling.

Urban reconstruction. The procedural modeling of urban

buildings recently has gained attention thanks to its excellen-
t characteristics, such as topological correctness and completeness.
Based on priori knowledge (e.g., building principles), the main idea
is to pre-define a set of rules and grammars along the lines of
L-systems, which are exploited to infer structure models [WWS-
R03, MWH∗06].As known, the priori knowledge (rules and gram-
mars) is required to be specified in advance using procedural mod-
eling, which may be limited in the realism of reconstructed mod-
els and their variations. In contrast, our method works directly on
coherent 3D point data of buildings and proceeds automatically re-
construct accurate models of buildings.

Fitting-based modeling. Schnabel et al. [SWK07] proposed a
robust RANSAC method to reconstruct basic structures from un-
organized point data. Arikan et al. [ASF∗13] introduced a recon-
struction and modeling pipeline to create polygonal models from
unstructured point clouds. Essentially, those methods are the vari-
ants of RANSAC, which is appealing thanks to its simplicity, s-
calability and probabilistic guarantees. However, such a local and
progressive strategy tends to ignore global scene-level properties.
In contrast, we globally discovers the high-level information (e.g.,
regularity and symmetry) of scene structures, being able to gener-
ate more accurate models. It is noticeable that Nan et al. [NSZ∗10]
designed an interactive tool, namely SmartBoxes, for reconstruct-
ing architectural structures directly over scanned point clouds. This
method achieves pleasing modeling results with user interactions.

Repetition detection. Regular and non-regular pattern recogni-
tion has been extensively studied and analyzed on images [LCT04],
and a few techniques are specifically developed for discover-
ing structure regularity from facade images [XFZ∗09].The defect-
laden raw LiDAR data and additional dimension of structures
make the extension of such image-based methods to 3D facade
point clouds fairly challenging. Pauly et al. [PMW∗08] proposed
a framework for discovering repetitive structures in 3D geometry
according to the observation that the spatial coherence of repeti-
tive structures frequently leads to accumulative patterns in trans-
formation space. Zheng et al. [ZSW∗10] interactively consolidated
raw scans by detecting, extracting large scale repetitions to exploit
the underlying redundancy. Nan et al. [NSZ∗10] took advantage of
structure regularity and symmetry to carry out urban building mod-
eling. These methods require a moderate amount of user interven-
tion to reveal the underlying architectural structures as repetitive
patterns. As an automatic detection technique, ours can be com-
plementary to those work. Shen et al. [SHFH11] partitioned facade
LiDAR scans adaptively to determine splitting boundaries between
similar elements, patterns and repetitions. As an automatic detec-
tion technique, our work is able to extract accurate repetitive struc-
tures.

2. Overview

The input to our method is raw LiDAR scans of urban facades ac-
quired by the terrestrial scanning devices, represented as unorga-
nized point clouds. Generally, urban facade has a base structure
attached with a variety of repetitive structures with the different
depths. For ease of discussion in this paper, we consider the facade
base to be flat. Please note that our method can be easily extended
to general developable surfaces. Given the raw LiDAR data of ur-
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Figure 2: The overview of our modeling method on raw LiDAR data of facades, which essentially proceeds as repetition detection, facade
element fitting and alignment optimization.

ban facades, our goal is to automatically reconstruct the 3D detailed
models of facades. Figure 2 gives the overview of our proposed al-
gorithm, which essentially consists of three main stages.

Extraction of repetitive structures. We first extract the repet-
itive structures of the facade from the input point data, which is
formulated as an energy optimization problem with a global energy
function balancing geometric errors and regularity of facade struc-
tures. The edge points of the input data are detected first, followed
by projecting them onto the planar base of the facade to produce
boundary lines. Accordingly, we generate the boundary lattice hy-
potheses and define an undirected graph to construct the topolo-
gy of hypotheses. We extract all repetitive nodes with the graph
by solving the energy optimization problem and thereby obtain all
repetitive structures. Note that the repetition is assumed to be ar-
ranged in grid here. In case it is non-grid, our method can still han-
dle it, where distinct structures would be processed individually.

Modeling of element structure. In this step, we construct 3D
models for the basic shapes corresponding to each category of
repetitive structures, referred to as facade element structures, in
Section 4. Given an element structure, we decompose it into ge-
ometric primitives via subspace clustering. The random consen-
sus strategy is exploited to generate geometry hypotheses, based
on which we measure the pairwise dissimilarity between points
by considering their inherently geometrical and topological rela-
tionships. Having the pairwise dissimilarity matrix, we cluster the
points into primitives by solving a trace optimization problem us-
ing convex programming. Subsequently, we perform constrained
modeling on geometric primitives to obtain the accurate 3D model
of the element structure.

Regularity-constrained facade modeling. The centers of repet-
itive structures may not align regularly. In Section 5, we generate
the grid from the centers of extracted repetitive structures. By en-
forcing the regularities of grid nodes (i.e., repetitive structures), we
perform alignment optimization of grid nodes to enforce structures
aligned strictly regularly and infer the missing nodes caused by da-
ta incompletion to generate the complete facade structures. Finally,
we locate the models of element structures at the optimized centers
together with the model of the facade base to obtain the accurate
3D model of the entire facade.

3. Extraction of Repetitive Structures

In this section, we present the repetitive structure extraction algo-
rithm from raw LiDAR point data, which essentially converts 3D
repetition detection into a 2D pattern recognition problem.

3.1. Lattice Graph Construction

In this paper, we define those points which lay on the intersection
of the two patches as the edge points. We first detect the edge points
from the input point cloud and project them onto the facade base to
yield 2D boundary lines. On this basis, the lattices (e.g., rectangles)
can be generated on the base plane by grouping the boundary lines
according to geometric rules.

Boundary line fitting. Given an input facade, we rectify and
align it with three orthogonal axes in the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem formed by the ground plane and the other two orthogonal axes
as [NSZ∗10]. Next we estimate the normals of point data using
a statistical approach [WXL∗13]. The edge points are detected by
checking the deviations of the normals of their neighboring points.
We project all edge points onto the facade base, followed by fitting
lines using robust Hough Transform [FO08]. As a result, a set of
2D boundary line segments are obtained, denoted by L = {li}n

i=1.

Lattice hypothesis generation. For any line segment pair (li, l j)
within L, we test their parallelism to generate a lattice hypothesis.
For ease of illustration, we assume the lattice is rectangular, it is
trivial to extend to any polygonal shape though. Accordingly, these
boundary lines are restricted to be within 15 degrees of the hor-
izontal and vertical directions. We consider li and l j parallel and
compatible if and only if they satisfy the conditions below:

• First of all, the normal deviation of li and l j should be no more
than 5 degrees.

• The length discrepancy of li and l j should be less than 15% of
the average length of these two.
• At least 85% of overlap between li and l j lies in their average

direction.
• The ratio of the rectangle width to height should be within the

range of [0.25,3.0], which is typical of rectangular structures
found on most buildings.

Each boundary line pair that subjects to these constraints is sup-
posed to generate a rectangular lattice hypothesis θ. With this s-
trategy, we are able to produce a set of lattice hypotheses, i.e.,
Θ = {θi}m

i=1. Particularly, in case that the lattice is n-side shape
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Figure 3: Repetitive structure extraction from the data in Figure 9.
(a) Partial lattice hypotheses; (b) Lattice topological graph; (c) Ex-
tracted repetitive nodes; (d) Corresponding repetitive structures.

(n 6= 4), we may enforce the respective conditions to generate hy-
potheses accordingly based on the typical properties of such struc-
tures on the buildings.

Topological graph construction. Given the hypothesis set θ, we
represent the topology of the lattice with an undirected graph. For
each hypothesis θ, the parameters consist of the center c (i.e., the
center of the rectangular diagonal), the width w and the height h,
i.e., θ = {w,h,c}. By considering the hypothesis as a vertex, we
search the neighboring vertices of each vertex within a given dis-
tance and connect with its neighbors. In such a way, an undirected
graph can be constructed over all vertices (i.e. the set of the lattice
hypotheses), denoted by G = {Θ,E}.

3.2. Repetitive Structure Detection

Problem formulation. We formulate repetitive structure detection
as a labeling problem. Given a set of observations Θ (i.e, the struc-
tures on the facade) and a finite set of labelsH (i.e., the patterns of
repetitive structures), our goal is to assign each observation θ ∈ Θ

a label fθ ∈H such that the joint labeling f minimizes an objective
energy function E( f ).

Energy definition. Given a set of patterns H, we define a pat-
tern labelling function: f , where for each graph vertex θi ∈ Θ, fi
assigns θi to pattern ψ ∈H if fi = ψ, or designates θi as an outlier
if fi = null. For ease of exposition, we make no distinction between
a pattern ψ in H and its index which identifies ψ. A particular la-
belling f has a corresponding set of extracted patterns:

Ψ( f ) = {ψ : ψ ∈H,∃θi ∈ Θ s.t. fi = ψ} (1)

and thus we can perform inference over f to achieve dominant pat-
tern subgraph extraction.

Now we derive our energy formulation of dominant pattern sub-
graph extraction, which jointly considers geometric errors, regular-
ity and complexity of graph patterns. First, all graph vertices (i.e.,
rectangular lattices) sharing the same pattern should have the sim-
ilar shape, i.e. the geometric errors of those lattices should be as
small as possible. Second, those graph vertices should be aligned
regularly, i.e. horizontally or vertically. Third, the number of pat-
terns should be as small as possible so as to simplify the optimiza-
tion complexity. Therefore, we design the following energy func-
tion:

E( f ) =
m

∑
i=1

Sθi( fi)+α ∑
θ j ,θk∈Θ

w j,kR( f j, fk)+β|Ψ( f )| (2)

where S and R encode the geometrical (dis)similarity and spatial

(ir)regularity of patterns; w j,k is the weighting function between θ j
and θk; |Ψ( f )| is the number of patterns; α, β are weighting param-
eters (e.g., α = 1.0, β = 0.5). Specifically, we define the respective
terms of Equation (2) below.

The first term measures the geometric error between graph ver-
tex θi and the pattern fi, which is expressed as:

Sθi( fi) =
{

d(θi, fi) if fi ∈H
1 if fi = null

(3)

In our context, the geometric error d(θi, fi) is represented by two
items: 1) the appearance difference between graph vertex θi and
pattern fi, and 2) the alignment regularity degree of θi to fi. Specif-
ically, the geometric error can be formulated as:

d(θ, f ) = γ ·

[
(w− fw)2

min2(w, fw)
+

(h− fh)
2

min2(h, fh)

]
+

λ ·
(
|(c− fc) · fv|

fI
−
⌊
|(c− fc) · fv|

fI

⌋)2

(4)

where w, h and c are the width, height and center of vertex θ; fw,
fh, fc, fv and fI are the width, height, anchor center, orientation
vector and the alignment interval of pattern f ; γ, λ are two weight-
ing parameters. γ = 0.65, λ = 0.5 generally produce satisfactory
results in all experiments. The former term enforces the size differ-
ence between graph vertices as small as possible; while the latter
one encourages graph vertices to arrange regularly.

The second term R( f j, fk) is defined over the patterns of any
two graph vertices θ j, θk ∈ Θ. We use the Potts model [YBTB10],
where R(·) is 1 if f j 6= fk, and 0 otherwise. The weighting function
w(θ j,θk) further evaluates the alignment regularity of θ j, θk. It is
observed that two graph vertices which both align horizontally or
vertically are more likely to share the common pattern, and thus we
define the weighting function as:

wi,k = exp−
min2 ((c j− ck) ·X,(c j− ck) ·Y

)
σ2 (5)

where X, Y are the unit vectors of the X-, Y-axis; c j, ck are the
centers of graph vertices θ j , θk, respectively; σ is a constant cho-
sen empirically to be 2. From the definition, the weighting function
encourages those graph vertices aligning both horizontally or ver-
tically to possess the same pattern.

The exact number of patterns is not known a priori in our appli-
cation. We add the third term to penalize the number of patterns
similar to [Li07], which aims to simplify the complexity of our
dominant pattern subgraph extraction, while avoiding the notorious
over-fitting issue.

Repetitive structure extraction. The dominant pattern sub-
graph extraction can be formulated by minimizing the energy
function in Equation (2), i.e., minE( f ), which can be solved by
the α-expansion algorithm based on the iterative graph-cut tech-
nique [IB12]. As a consequence, all dominant pattern subgraphs
are extracted from the lattice topological graph, each of which con-
tains a number of graph vertices sharing the common pattern. Cor-
respondingly, all repetitive lattices are detected on the facade base.
Figure 3 presents the partial repetitive structures extracted from the
facade in Figure 9.
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Figure 4: 2D illustration of point membership degree to subspaces.
The membership degree of points to a subspace is related to the
longest distance of all points to the subspace.

After the repetitive lattices are obtained, we extrude the lattices
as 2D sketches along the normal direction of the base plane of the
facade to generate 3D bounding boxes. Therefore, the points en-
capsulated within boxes form 3D repetitive structures. However,for
each type of extracted repetitive structures, the point data within
each individual structure may be severely missing due to occlusion.
Therefore, we register those individual structures with the same el-
ement shape together using ICP [BM92] to obtain the relatively
complete point data for the following computation.

4. Modeling of Element Structure

For each type of repetitive structures, we refer to it as an element
structure. We construct 3D model for the element structure in this
section.

4.1. Element Structure Decomposition

The element structure generally comprises of several surface patch-
es, generally represented by plane and quadratics; hence we consid-
er primitives here as linear or quadratic patches. On this basis, we
formulate element structure decomposition as a subspace clustering
problem.

Problem statement. Given a point set P sampled from a union
of unknown primitive patches Π = ∪ πi (i = 1, ...,L), that is, the
element structure consists of L patches. The task is simply stated
as follows: without any prior knowledge about the number, L, of
primitive patches, we are to cluster the point set P into L groups,
i.e., subspaces, and all points of each subspace come from a com-
mon primitive patch πi.

To solve it, we investigate the relationships among structure
points so as to measure the dissimilarities between every pair of
data points, resulting in a pairwise dissimilarity matrix. On this ba-
sis, we simultaneously determine the total number of the subspaces
within the element structure and find the dominant point subset to
represent each subspace.

Pairwise dissimilarities. For ease of explanation, we first take
advantage of a 2D case to illustrate the relationships among the
point data of subspaces in Figure 4. Given three arbitrary points,
pi, p j and pk, let s be a subspace hypothesis, di, d j and dk the
residuals of pi, p j and pk to s, respectively. The membership degree
of pi, p j and pk to s ,which indicates the probability that three
points come from the same subspace,is proportional to the maximal

Figure 5: Pairwise dissimilarity matrix of an element structure.

residual among them, i.e.:

µs(pi, p j, pk)∝: max(di,d j,dk) (6)

If the maximal residual is small, then it is more likely that those
three points belong to the same subspace. Accordingly, we are able
to find the most faithful subspace s? for arbitrary points, pi, p j and
pk, via the following optimization model:

s? = arg
s

minµs(pi, p j, pk) (7)

Note that even for the most faithful subspace s?, its associated
membership degree value, µs?(pi, p j, pk), could still be large, sug-
gesting pi, p j and pk come from different subspaces.

If a point p is an inlier of a 3D structure containing n inliers,
then any k (e.g., k = 3 for plane) inliers within this structure, in
addition to p, will have a common subspace with a relatively small
membership degree value. Conversely, if p is an outlier to all sub-
spaces, the number of combinations with small membership degree
values to subspaces will be quite small, even to zero. Inspiringly,
we can measure the similarity between any two points by counting
the number of their sharing combinations with small membership
degree values.

For each point pi ∈ P, all the combinations over points belong-
ing to the subspaces with small membership degree values can be
represented as:

Ĉi = {c|C ∈ c,µS(c)< ε} (8)

where C is the combination set of k arbitrary points from P together
with pi; ε is a small positive threshold; and S is the subspace hy-
pothesis set generated by the random sampling strategy. Similarly,
the combination set of p j ∈ P can be obtained and denoted by Ĉ j.
Therefore, the dissimilarity between pi and p j is defined as:

dsi, j =

 |Ĉi∩ Ĉ j|(
k−1
N−2

) · exp−
||pi− p j||2

2σ2

−1

(9)

where | · | is the cardinality of the set; N is the number of points
within P. The further points are more likely to be dissimilar; and
the smaller the intersection between the combination sets of points,
the more dissimilar they are. Therefore, a dissimilarity matrix is
obtained over all points of the element structure. Note that the ma-
trix is symmetric so the calculation can be saved by half. Figure 5
shows the dissimilarity matrix of a corner structure.

Subspace clustering. Having the dissimilarity matrix, we are to
seek the representative point subsets each of which corresponds to a
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unique subspace within the element structure. It can be formulated
as a row sparsity regularized trace minimization problem that can
be solved using convex programming, where the objective is to find
a few exemplars that can efficiently describe the data points.

Let D = {dsi, j}N×N be the dissimilarity matrix, and the dissim-
ilarity di, j is considered as an indicator showing how well pi is
utilized to represent p j . That is, the smaller the value of di, j is, the
better pi represents p j. To obtain the representative point subset-
s to encode the entire data, a probability matrix Z = {zi, j}N×N is
introduced to associate with D. The entry zi, j gives the probability
that pi is a representative of p j, i.e., zi, j ∈ [0,1]. Note that p j may
have multiple representatives so that for all pi(s), zi, j(s) are greater
than zero and hence their summation should be equal to one. To
find the representative point subsets to encode the entire data, two
critical aspects are investigated, i.e., the total cost of encoding all
data points and the total number representative point subsets, which
should be both as small as possible. If pi is selected to represent p j
with the probability zi, j, the cost of encoding p j with pi is di, jzi, j.
Hence, the total cost of encoding p j is ∑

N
i=1 di, jzi, j. In addition, if

pi is a representative of some points, then the i-th row zi of Z is
nonzero. Therefore, the following minimization model is defined
to obtain the exemplars from the data of the element structure:{

min∑
N
j=1 ∑

N
i=1 di, jzi, j +λ∑

N
j=1(||zi||q)

s.t. zi, j ≥ 0, ∀i, j; ∑
N
i=1 zi, j = 1, ∀ j.

(10)

where λ is a constant weight; || · ||q defines the `q-norms of zi. We
fix q and λ at 2, 0.25, respectively for all experiments, which gener-
ally produce favorable results. After solving it, the exemplars from
the data points are obtained and the corresponding clusters asso-
ciated with those exemplars are also achieved by assigning each
point to its closest exemplar. As a consequence, the data points
of the element structure are decomposed into several point subsets
each of which represents a primitive substructure. We compare our
clustering algorithm with previous work from RANSAC, Toldo et
al. [TF08] and Pham et al. [PCYS14] in Figure 6. The two input
datasets both consist of five lines yet with different levels of out-
liers. When the level of outliers becomes higher, only ours obtains
the satisfactory result.

4.2. Element Structure Constrained-Fitting

After decomposition, the point set for each primitive is obtained
and we fit over it with a plane or quadratic patch. Individual fit-
tings on all primitives can approximately generate the 3D model of
the element structure; however the geometrical relationships among
primitives are ignored and the original design intents are missed.
To address this issue, we detect the potential relationships, i.e., ge-
ometrical constraints, among primitives based on their individual
fitting results, and subsequently perform constrained fitting over all
primitives to generate the accurate 3D model for the element struc-
ture.

Constraint detection. Once individual fitting is completed over
each primitive, the parameters of each surface are known. Based on
those parameters for each pair of surfaces, we detect the potential
relationships between each pair of primitives. For instance, given
two arbitrary planes pl1 and pl2, we check if their normal vectors
are approximately parallel or perpendicular, i.e., |n1 · n2− 1| < ε

Figure 6: Line fitting comparison. The ground truth consists of five
intersected lines, and the input datasets are synthesized by adding
25% outliers plus 3% noise(the first row) and 75% outliers plus
3% noise (the second row). When the level of outliers and noise
increases, the other three methods produce false positives and miss
a few lines, while ours still obtains all lines accurately.

or n1 · n2 < ε, where n1, n2 are the unit normals of pl1 and pl2,
respectively. In such a way, we are able to detect the geometrical
constraints among primitives. Specifically, the constraints in our
context fall into two categories: 1) orientation alignment, 2) place-
ment alignment. For the orientation alignment, there are horizontal,
vertical constraints for a single primitive; if there are two primi-
tives, there are parallel, perpendicular constraints; if more than two
primitives exist, the equal dihedral angle constraint among pairs of
primitives also needs to be considered. The placement alignment
stands for the coplanarity constraint of primitives.

Constrained fitting. With geometrical constraints, we incorpo-
rate them in the modeling process, resulting in an optimal trade-
off between minimization of primitive fitting errors and the con-
straints’ tolerances. Let P = {P1, ...,Pm} be the point set for primi-
tives, X = {x1, ...,xm} the surface parameter vectors corresponding
to primitives. For the i-th primitive, the fitting error is represented
as:

f (xi) =
|Pi|

∑
j=1

d2(p j,xi) (11)

where |Pi| is the total number of points within Pi; d(p j,xi) is the
distance from the j-th point to its associated surface, i.e., the i-th
surface. Accordingly, the constrained fitting over the whole model
can be represented with the following optimization problem:{

minF(X) = min∑
m
i=1 ωi f (xi)

s.t. ck(X) = 0,k = 1, ..., t.
(12)

where ωi gives the weight for each primitive (e.g., ωi = 1.0); ck(X)
is the k-th constraint between primitives. By solving the problem
via the Levengerg-Marquardt algorithm [GM78], the optimized pa-
rameters X? = {x?1, ...,x?m} of primitives are obtained such that al-
l constraints are inherently satisfied among primitives. Based on
each x?i , the corresponding surface is thereby constructed. As a re-
sult, we are able to model all repetitive structures precisely. Figure 7
compares the fitting results on a window structure with and without
constraints.
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Figure 7: Fitting comparisons on the point data of an elemen-
t structure without and with constraints. The perpendicular con-
straints between planes are detected automatically and applied in
constrained-fitting.

5. Regularity-based Optimization and Inference

We utilize those 3D models reconstructed from Section 4 as tem-
plates and copy them to distribute to the locations of repetitive
structures, which are represented by the diagonal centers of repet-
itive structures extracted in Section 3. However, the centers of ex-
tracted repetitive structures may not align strictly regularly due to
noise. To this end, we first generate a grid by considering the cen-
ters of repetitive structures as grid nodes. By enforcing the regu-
larities on grid nodes, we perform alignment optimization on grid
to make nodes aligned strictly regularly and also infer the missing
nodes caused by occlusions.

Repetitive structure alignment optimization. According to the
alignment regularity, the centers of horizontal (vertical) repetitive
structures should be strictly aligned along a horizontal (vertical)
line and the center interval between every two adjacent structures
should be constant. Accordingly, we formulate alignment optimiza-
tion as a constrained fitting problem as follows:

min
U
∑

j=1

|Vj|
∑

i=1

(
xci, j −A j

)2
+

V
∑

i=1

|Ui|
∑

j=1

(
yci, j −Bi

)2

s.t. ∀i,Bi−Bi−1 = ∆v, i = 1, ...,V ;
s.t. ∀ j,A j−A j−1 = ∆u, j = 1, ...,U.

(13)

where U , V are the numbers of columns, rows of the centers of
repetitive structures, respectively; ∆u, ∆v are the column, row in-
tervals of repetitive structures, respectively; Ui, V j are the numbers
of the centers within the i-th row, j-th column; y=Bi, x=A j are the
line functions fitted by the centers within the i-th row, j-th column;
xci, j , yci, j are the x-, y-coordinate of the center ci, j. The optimization
model fits the centers of repetitive structures horizontally or verti-
cally; meanwhile, the intervals between each pair of rows, columns
are both constant. By solving this optimization problem, we inter-
sect the horizontal and vertical lines to form a grid so that we snap
all original centers to their closest grid nodes.

Missing structure inference. Due to occlusion, some structures
fail to be extracted from detection. In this situation, such grid n-
odes falling into the data missing regions are considered as repeti-
tion candidates. Specifically, we first check if those nodes fall into
any detected patterns. If so, they are removed from the candidates.
Otherwise, we continue to perform geometric error checking. The
element structure model is distributed onto the intersections, and
we compute the geometric distances from the surrounding points to
those distributed models. If the distance is less than a given thresh-

Figure 8: Repetitive structure alignment optimization. (a) The ini-
tial alignment obtained in Section 3; (b) The optimized alignment.

Figure 9: Facade modeling pipeline on a typical facade LiDAR
scan, which is corrupted severely with noise and contains some
missing regions. The underlying structures within the missing re-
gions are successfully recovered.

old, we regard the corresponding node as a valid candidate; it is
invalid otherwise.

Finally, we copy 3D models of element structures reconstructed
from Section 4, and locate them at all optimized and inferred cen-
ters. Furthermore, we fit the facade base with a plane. By fusing
them together, the accurate 3D model of the entire facade is final-
ly achieved. Figure 8 presents the regularity constrained modeling
result of a facade.

6. Results and Discussions

We have tested our method on a variety of raw LiDAR point data
with different complexity and styles. As shown, the facade scans
are always incomplete and fairly noisy with various types of repe-
titions, which are directly processed and automatically modeled by
our method.

6.1. Raw LiDAR Scans

Figure 9 demonstrates the whole modeling process of our method
on a typical noisy facade scan with missing regions. The feature
points are extracted to fit the boundary lines, followed by project-
ing them onto the facade base to form the lattice hypotheses. By
constructing the lattice topological graph, the repetitive pattern-
s are automatically detected. There are 9 different patterns in the
2D facade base. The repetitive structures of the facade are there-
fore encapsulated by extruding and merging 2D patterns, based on
which we consolidate the corresponding point data and perform
constrained fitting on them to obtain the accurate 3D models of el-
ement structures. There are 6 types of repetitive structures in 3D,
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Figure 10: Facade modeling from raw LiDAR data with significant
missing regions. (a) Input raw LiDAR scan; (b) 3D models of de-
tected repetitive structures; (c) Complete facade model with point
clouds after inference.

Figure 11: Facade modeling from raw LiDAR data with density
anisotropy.

represented with different colors. The reason for nine patterns in
2D are reduced to 6 repetitions in 3D is that some patterns in 2D
are basically covered by others after extruding. In this situation, we
merge them together to execute primitive fitting with constraints to
generate the final model.

Occlusions. We evaluate our method on the facade scan with
large regions of missing data in Figure 10. As shown in close-up
view in Figure 10(a), large-area points are missing due to the tree
occlusions. Apparently, the boundary lines and respective struc-
tures cannot be extracted and consequently the corresponding 3D
models are lacking in Figure 10(b). However, according to Sec-
tion 5, we recover all the structures as shown in Figure 10(c).

Density anisotropy. We evaluated our approach on the facades
which have variety of densities in Figure 11. Due to the difference
of scanning angles, adjacent facades could have distinct differences
in density. As we can clearly see in the zoom-in view, two facades
have totally different sample rates, especially with one in great s-
parsity. However, all the window structures are automatically de-
tected and reconstructed by our approach.

Noise and outliers. We evaluate performance on the facades
with considerable amount of noise and outliers in Figure 12. The
bloomy plants lead to occlusions, as well as noise and outliers. De-
spite this, our detection algorithm still performs accurate detection
of the element structures and recovers all the window structures.

Large scale data set. Figure 14 manifests a LiDAR data set of an
entire city block with more than one billion points. Time consump-
tion becomes a major consideration owing to the massive amount
of points. Precision and coverage also should be taken into account.

Figure 12: Facade modeling from raw LiDAR data with severe
noise.

Figure 13: Comparison among GlobFit, RAPter and ours on fa-
cade LiDAR scans. Our method detects all patterns within windows
successfully. Even though the points on the sides of each window is
fairly sparse, we register the points of repetitive structures togeth-
er such that the merged data become dense enough to form planar
patches.

Figure 14: Facade modeling with an entire city block. More than
1200 window structures with 98 types of repetitions are automati-
cally detected and reconstructed within less than one hour by our
method.

According to our results, more than 1200 window structures with
98 patterns are detected and reconstructed automatically in an effi-
cient manner. Furthermore, zoom-in views demonstrate the preci-
sion as the reconstructed models are properly fitted with the origi-
nal data set.

Non-grid layouts on curved facade. Figure 15 shows our mod-
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Figure 15: Facade modeling on a cylindrical facade with non-grid
structures. (a) Original point cloud; (b) Flattened point cloud ; (c)
Modeling result on the planar facade and (d) Final modeling result.

eling result on the non-grid structures on a curved facade. Current-
ly, our method can only process the curved facades which can be
represented by developable surface. For the developable surface,
we folder it to a plane and flatten the structures on the plane. In
terms of non-grid layouts, even though the structures are geomet-
rically identical, our method cannot detect those repetitions, but
regard them as distinct patterns and process them individually.

6.2. Comparisons

As our method incorporates geometrical constraints into recon-
struction, we compare ours with the most related works, including
the constrained data fitting GlobFit [LWC∗11] and the extraction
method of Regular Arrangements of Planes (RAPter) [MMBM15]
in Figure 13. During comparison, their corresponding parameters
are fine tuned so as to achieve the best results on the experimental
scans. Note that our method concentrates on extraction of repetitive
structures (e.g., windows), instead of the main facade planes, there-
fore all comparisons here mainly focus on the modeling results of
those repetitive structures.

In terms of extracting small structures, the result from RAPter
is not as good as those from GlobFit and ours. Some of window
structures are obtained correctly from GlobFit, while many are stil-
l missing. There are multiple patterns of windows in the second
row, and our method detects them all correctly. As observed, the
points on some sides of windows could be too sparse to generate
side patches. Globfit and RAPter mainly consider geometrical re-
lationships among patches, instead of high-level properties. Con-
sequently, most of side patches of windows fail to be obtained. In
contrast, our method registers the points of all those structures with
the same pattern together so that the aligned points are sufficiently
dense to form small patches. As a result, we successfully recon-
struct all windows with side details.

6.3. Quantitative Evaluation

We evaluate our method quantitatively in Table 1 and also further
investigate its robustness on severe noise and outliers in Figure 16.
Note that we have implemented our algorithm in C++ and all ex-
periments are performed on a PC with a 2.4 GHz CPU and 6.0 GB
of RAM.

Ground truth. We manually design a model of a building in
Trimble Sketchup and perform virtual scanning on it to generate 3D

Figure 16: Robustness to outliers and noise. The ground truth is
generated by virtual scanning on a manually designed building.

point data. The synthetic noise is made by a zero-mean Gaussian
function proportional to the diagonal length of the bounding box of
the input data and the synthetic outliers are generated randomly in
the bounding box.

Quantitative metrics. We utilize the coverage metric (i.e., per-
centage of inliers points associated to reconstructed structures) to
measure the completeness of modeling results against the ground
truth. In addition, we choose the root-mean-square error (RMSE)
metric to measure the geometric fidelity of our reconstruction. Sup-
pose the reconstructed modelM comprises n facade elements, i.e.,
M = {Ei}n

i=1. For each element Ei, the associated point subset is
denoted by Pi. Then, the reconstruction error metric is defined as:

RMSE =

√
∑

n
i=1 ∑∀p∈Pi

‖p−Ei‖2

∑
n
i=1 |Pi|

(14)

where ‖p−Ei‖ is the Euclidean distance between p and Ei; |Pi|
is the number of points within Pi. We scale all experimental data
uniformly within an unit sphere before modeling and then compute
the above quantitative metrics.

Robustness to noise and outliers. Our method is capable of
handling a high level of noise and outliers as illustrated in Fig-
ure 16. As the corruption intensifies, the reconstruction accuracy
degrades gracefully. Even though 50% of outliers plus 4% of noise
are added, the window structures are still recovered correctly and
the reconstruction accuracy remains relative high. While the level
of contamination increases extremely high, our method tends to be
unstable and fails to generate favourable results.

Limitations. As shown in Figure 15, our method is unable to
detect the non-grid yet identical structures, which are regarded as
distinct patterns and processed individually. It would be more in-
teresting to automatically detect the non-grid repetitions in our fu-
ture work. The goal of our work is to model the main structures
of repetitive objects on facades, which tends to abstract repetitions
with primitives. Consequently, the small details with free-form rep-
resentation would be lost from our results. How to preserve small
details is worth studying in the future.

7. Conclusions

We present a pipeline for fast modeling of urban facades by discov-
ering the regularities and geometric constraints of facade structures
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Table 1: Quantitative benchmark shows the reconstruction accu-
racy and coverage comparisons on the experimental data sets from
Globfit, RAPter and our method.

Data sets Methods
Quantitative metrics

Time
RMSE Coverage

Figure 1
(478.1M pts)

Ours 0.16 94% 56m35s
RAPter 0.21 85% >3h
Globit 0.25 89% >3h

Figure 13(1)
(13.8M pts)

Ours 0.18 97% 5m22s
RAPter 0.21 89% 37m13s
Globit 0.29 79% 29m13s

Figure 13(2)
(15.8M pts)

Ours 0.12 98% 6m03s
RAPter 0.35 88% 41m11s
Globit 0.32 83% 40m07s

Figure 13(3)
(47.4M pts)

Ours 0.28 94% 18m56s
RAPter 0.51 68% 1h54m
Globit 0.42 62% 1h39m

Figure 14
(71.7M pts)

Ours 0.09 91% 40m23s
RAPter 0.13 78% >3h
Globit 0.10 83% >3h

directly over scanned raw LiDAR point data. The method proceeds
automatically without any interactions and hence is fairly suitable
for large-scale urban scenes with a large amount of buildings. It
has a number of characteristics sharing with 3D shape modeling
and processing system, while it is unique in that the modeling is
carried out automatically and directly over raw LiDAR scans.

In addition, as an automatic detection technique, our repetition
extraction algorithm can be perfectly complementary to the recent-
ly popular work on high-level structure analysis and processing,
which requires a moderate amount of user intervention to reveal
the underlying architectural structures as repetitive patterns. Fur-
thermore, it also can be extended to image analysis and processing
as well.
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